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Archangel Haniel came to my vision while praying to communicate a

message this evening&nbsp; with her energy of love, and nurturing. &nbsp;

So I stopped what I was doing and went into prayer deeper to ask for

guidance and Archangel Haniel came in to comfort and give&nbsp;

information about how I felt a little less than Joyful and she helped me

realize to honor my natural cycles, moods, and rhythms.&nbsp;

</p><p>Archangel Haniel helped me look at and embrace all the feelings,

including my strengths, setbacks, and heartbreak.&nbsp;

You too can call upon Haniel if you are ever feeling unsure or cranky about

yourself. &nbsp;</p><p>She will help each of us appreciate ourselves and

realize our beauty that we have inside. She suggests that we stop looking

for JOY in our circumstances which are not as reliable to deliver Joy. Joy is

fleeting in such attachments. Start pursuing relationships with God, in you,

which is where you will find lasting Joy. Also to build on relationships that are harmonious with God and other people

who share your same goals and aspirations.

She suggests that we discover our creative inspirations for artistic ability to build on projects as she increases our

productivity she works to bring out our latent talents and helps to groom us for success.

</p><p>Archangel Haniel’s name means “The Joy of God, or Grace of God”. &nbsp; She directs people who are

seeking to know God. Sometimes she can be seen holding a rose, sometimes she comes with a lit lantern, which

represents how Joy has the power to bring light into any circumstance no matter how dark it may be.</p><p> Haniel in

the Qabalah's tree of life, is the Archangel  in charge of Victory, the angel who transported Enoch to Heaven in the

book of Enoch. She is one of the chief angels who rules over the classes of angels called the principalities and virtues

according to Jewish tradition the principalities work to influence the people leading various nations on Earth to make

decisions that show God's will. </p><p>The color associated with Haniel is Bluish White.

In conclusion the virtues inspire people to create great Art and to make great scientific discovery. Haniel, strongly

resonates with the planet Venus which is about building structure and solid foundations based in Joy, Love, Peace,

and Harmony.

We take leave of you now and wish all who call upon Archangel Haniel can experience her wonderful nurturing love.

Goodnight beloveds.
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Haniel and the Super Moon
June 24, 2013

If you looked into the night sky last night, chances are, you saw something like this.

Classified by the science community as a super moon, this incredible sight is the result of the a “perigee” moon, meaning basically that the moon is in its closest orbit to the earth. This happens

each year at this time, however, the moon is not always at its fullest during this period. Last night, the sun, earth and moon were said to have aligned.

For those angel whisperers seeking Archangel Haniel’s calm, demure consciousness, this is a great time of the year to get outside and dance in the light of her moon. Even if you aren’t a dancer,

you can connect with Haniel’s choir of angels by simply breathing in the calming energies this super moon brings.

in the quiet of the night, breathe deeply and say,

 

Archangel Haniel, thank you for your calm and peaceful energy.

Fill me with your grace that I may share it with all who I meet and carry it into all that I do.

Fill me with your peace throughout the night,

and help me to carry your grace inside of me during the light of each day.  
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Haniel 1

Haniel
For the moshav with the same name, see Haniel, Israel.

Haniel (Hebrew: הניאל, "Joy of God" or Hebrew: חַנִּיאֵל, "Grace of God"), also known as Anael, Hanael or Aniel, is
an angel in Jewish lore and angelology, and is often included in lists as being one of the seven archangels. Haniel is
generally associated with the planet Venus, he is also the archangel of the Sephirah Netzach. The name Haniel
probably derives from Hebrew hana'ah, "joy", "pleasure" (qualities associated with Venus) + the suffix -el, "God".
Haniel is one of the archangels encrypted in the Sigillum Dei Aemeth of Dr. John Dee and Edward Kelly.

Popular culture
• Haniel (as Anael) appears in the strategy RPG Shin Megami Tensei: Devil Survivor as a boss depending on which

route the player takes. All of his appearances are made alongside Sariel. Despite being angels, they take on
appearances typical of "grim reaper" visages and is a female.

• Haniel supports Licht Wulfstan Schwarz as her partner in Daemon Bride. She resembles as little girl wearing a
dress while holding a stuff bunny. She attacks her opponents with light and sound because of her voice. *Haniel
takes rare male form in the fictional Saving Angels Series by Tiffany King. He is a mentor to a group of teens
who were created by God to rid the world of evil.

• In Clockwork Angel, Will dubs his Seprah Blade as Anael at one point.
• In Supernatural, a human named Anna is revealed to be a fallen angel by the name of Anael.

Further reading
• Davidson, Gustav. A Dictionary of Angels: Including the Fallen Angels. Free Press. ISBN 0-02-907052-X
• Dee, John. Five Books of Mystery. edt. Joseph H. Peterson. Weiser. ISBN 1-57863-178-5
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